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To connect the station and flight screens in XPlane, first ensure the
primary monitor is set to full screen, and the second monitor is set to
the instructor station view and has the same aspect ratio and offset
as the flight. The instructor station cannot be shown using windowed

mode, and neither the flight nor the station can be in windowed
mode. If you have a good monitor and would like to see the two views
on different monitors, set up an instructor station view on one monitor
and a flight view on the other monitor. In addition to the connections
required for Dual Monitor Configurations, the flight and the instructor

station need to be run under the same project. You can see and
communicate with a pilot, and instruct them, by selecting the main

menu Games/Flight and choosing IOS, this will bring up the IOS
options window. The instructor station will be displayed on the other
monitor, and you can control it with the same controls as the flight,
only the IOS is blacked out so the pilots can see where they need to

look. If you would like, you can use the instructor station view to
control the primary monitor, only the flight is blacked out to the pilot.

This can also be used to show a pilot and student view
simultaneously, with the second monitor set to the student view and
the main monitor set to the instructor view. if you would like to use
xplane windowed, you can also open the ios as a window, pop it out
and drag it around to whatever location you want on your monitors.
open the ios window by going to the flight menu > toggle instructor
operating station. click the two squares in the top right corner to pop

it out as a separate window that you can then drag to a different
monitor.
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